Finding
A Tech
Partner You
Can Trust
This international book retailer has stayed up to
speed with the latest tech and transformed its
IT Support thanks to ITEC’s Technology
Managed Service
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The Bournemouth English Book
Centre Ltd (BEBC) is the UK’s oldest
specialist bookseller of English
Language Teaching Materials. Now in
its 45th year, BEBC opened to service
the needs of local language schools
and quickly established a reputation
for speed, service and stockholding.
The company is known locally,
nationally and internationally for its
focus on personal customer service
that promises to deliver quickly and
efficiently at competitive prices.

INDUSTRY

Retail
WEBSITE

bebc.co.uk
LOCATION

Poole, Dorset

“

Knowing I can hand
over any issues to
ITEC means I can
get on with the
day to day issues,
which is what our
business needs.
- SHELL COLE, IT SYSTEMS ANALYST

CHALLENGES

BEBC was seeking a long-term
partner to provide first-rate IT
and tech support. ITEC, with its
Technology Managed Service, was
just the ticket.

CHALLENGES

Staying Up
To Speed

One of the biggest challenges
for BEBC was staying up to date
with rapidly evolving technology.
The company’s expertise lies in
selling English language teaching
materials, not in the most effective
MFDs (multi-function devices) or
the best ways to back up servers
for complete peace of mind. It
was therefore essential that they
worked with an IT and tech partner
who could provide expert support
they could trust – and ITEC ticked
every box.
“Moving with the times has been the
hardest challenge as although we are
a small company we have been going
for 45 years and keeping up to date
with frequently changing technology
is always hard!” - Shell Cole, IT
Systems Analyst

Tackling
Printing
Inefficiency

Like lots of successful businesses,
printers are used every day at
BEBC for everything from sending
invoices to managing orders. The
trouble is, when the most efficient
printers aren’t being used and
an effective support system isn’t
in place, printers can become
a major headache. For BEBC, a
printing overhaul was needed and a
Managed Print solution put in place.
Luckily, that’s all part of ITEC’s
Technology Managed Service.

cannot be fixed over
“Ifthesomething
phone, someone is always with

me onsite either the same day or the
next. It’s the reassurance that I have
a ‘backup’ to help me support our
company that makes the difference.
- SHELL COLE, IT SYSTEMS ANALYST

SOLUTIONS

A Tech
Partner You
Can Trust

As part of its Technology Managed Service, one of the
top priorities during ITEC’s digital overhaul at BEBC
was to move the company’s backup servers offsite
to be hosted within the super-secure ITEC Data
Centre. This has not only greatly improved security
and offered peace of mind that valuable company
data is backed up, but it has reduced the number
of internal servers at BEBC down to four. This has
saved a considerable amount of space – a particularly
welcome solution as the company downsized its
warehouse and offices.
Along with providing specific solutions for issues like
the servers, ITEC has also been able to offer general
and specialised IT Support, 24/7, over the phone and
in person, to keep BEBC running like clockwork and
able to grow, without worrying about whether its tech
can keep up with demand.

Cost-saving
Solutions

Instead of being something that’s approached with
a sense of dread, tech is now used to save both time
and money at BEBC – and it’s all thanks to ITEC’s
bespoke support. To save money, time and space,
ITEC equipped the business with four MFD printers
on a Managed Print basis, so nobody has to worry
about ordering ink or doing maintenance, and printing
is considerably cheaper. ITEC Engineers also set up
software to audit the volumes printed so the business
can monitor usage and continue to make savings.
When using its in-house printers isn’t the most
efficient option, for instance when printing the annual
catalogue, BEBC now uses ITEC-owned subsidiary
MailaDoc to print and mail at a drastically reduced
cost.
“The new printers mean we print invoices quicker,
which helps us dispatch goods quicker.” - Shell Cole,

“We are saving a huge

amount on time and costs
through ITEC’s printing
and mailing services.

- SHELL COLE, IT SYSTEMS ANALYST

CONFIDENCE

To Grow

Security
IMPROVED

Time &
Money
SAVED

BEBC no longer shies away from
rapidly developing tech, thanks to
ITEC’s bespoke Technology Managed
Service. Instead, the company is
reaping the rewards of embracing the
benefits that tech brings, confident
that they can continue to grow with
ITEC as their IT safety net.

have a strong
“Iworking
relationship

with my Account
Manager at ITEC
and it makes a huge
difference to know I
can pick up the phone
and ask for support
at any time.
- SHELL COLE, IT SYSTEMS ANALYST

DELIVERING THE MISSION

ITEC has achieved such impressive
results for ITEC, from overhauling server
hosting to moving over to Managed
Print, that the business is now looking
at taking advantage of other aspects of
ITEC’s Technology Managed Service, including digitising the existing telephone
system and implementing a state-ofthe-art intranet system.

printing and mailing services
“ITEC’s
allows us to budget for greater

things and takes the worry out of
hosting things internally, as we have
servers which are externally hosted
by ITEC. Dealing with ITEC is
always a pleasure.
- SHELL COLE, IT SYSTEMS ANALYST

SERVICE

“Absolutely
fantastic”

ITEC stands out from the crowd by offering a
bespoke Technology Managed Service that is
tailored to a company’s precise needs, backed
up with first-class support from an expert,
friendly team. It is this dedicated approach that
has helped establish a long-term partnership
between ITEC and BEBC.
As IT Systems Analyst at BEBC, Shell Cole, puts
it: “We have always found all the staff at ITEC to
be extremely helpful, especially when our own IT
department was scaled back from a team of three
to now just a single person.
We’ve worked with a number of different
departments within ITEC on various projects,
most recently with MailaDoc who has been
absolutely fantastic in helping us print and mail
our catalogue, and it has always been an
easy transition.
I know that I can pick up the phone and speak
to the lovely IT Support team who will always
answer my questions or help solve problems
within the hour. It has been extremely helpful in
that being the single IT employee of the company
I know that if I’m swamped with work or stuck
with an issue we are experiencing that I can just
pick the phone up and someone will be able
to help.
We have exciting plans with ITEC for the future,
including implementing an intranet, reviewing
our printers and also our telephone system. We
also have a lot more planned on our marketing
side working with MailaDoc.”

ABOUT ITEC

ITEC is your local business technology
expert. For over 30 years, we’ve been
delivering outstanding managed services
and helping organisations smash their
business goals.
Today, we power 3,800 businesses and
organisations throughout the South
West and beyond with full Technology
Managed Services. Whatever your
organisation, we drive you to success
with powerful technology strategies
and partnerships.
MANAGED IT
MANAGED PRINT
MANAGED CLOUD
MANAGED CONNECTIVITY
BUSINESS COMMUNICATIONS
DIGITAL WORKPLACE
MOBILITY
MODERN MAILING
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